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Abstract: Internal friction and micro-creep measurements were

performed with high-purity Al bamboo-crystal specimens. The

relaxation strength was found to decrease with the decrease of the

temperature of measurement and became zero at about 0.4T. (T. being

melting temperature). This reflects the occurrence of local

disordering in the bamboo boundary region at this temperature. This

result conforms to the picture of grain boundary disordering

constructed by atomic simulation studies.

Key Words: grain boundary disordering, internal friction, micro-

creep, high purity Al.

The structural stability of the metal grain boundary is a long

debated problem. The issue being debated is whether the grain

boundary can be melted to a structure similar to that of the super

cooled liquid at a temperature far below the melting point T. of

the material. Using the lattice gas model, Kikuchi and Cahn[t ]

studied the two dimensional symmetric SS inclined boundary. They

discovered that disordering occurs on the boundary when heated to

a temperature approximately 0.5T., and finally at T. complete"

melting occurs.

However, contrary to the above conclusion, calculations using

molecular dynamics by Kalonji et al.E2] shew that the boundary



underwent first order phase transition at the temperature of 0.8T".

The grain boundary of the crystal was replaced by disordered layer

similar to a liquid. Simulations by Nguyen and YipE33 also indicated

that the ordering of the grain boundary was completely lost within

the temperature of 0.8-0.9 Tn.

Using electron microscope, Glicksman and Voldc' 1 observed that

the grain boundary of Bi was replaced by a layer similar to a

liquid at a temperature far below the melting temperature. On the

other hand, using electron microscopes, Balluffi et al.E53 observed

that even when the temperature of Al was raised to 0.999 T., no

trace of melting was seen.

This paper attempts to further explain the above controversy

through a series of anelastic relaxation experiments, especially to

achieve understanding about the grain boundary disordering

phenomenon before the complete melting. The results of the fine

grain Al has been reported previouslyr63. This paper stresses on the

results of anelastic measurement of the bamboo-crystal boundary and

compares them with the results for the fine grain crystals.

1. Experimental procedure
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The specimens used in the experiment are 99.999% and 99.9999%

pure Al. The initial state of 99.9999% Al is that the fine thread

is obtained by heat extrusion at 570-640K, and the crystal grains

have experienced some growth from metal phase observation; some

grain size has exceeded the diameter of the specimen. The 99.999%

A] is cut into strips with dimensions 2 V 2 V 135mm; the strips are

then cold extended to fine thread of 1mm diameter; the area

contraction is 84%RA.

To prepare the bamboo-crystal specimen, one of the following

three methods is used: (1) high temperature static annealing, (2)

high temperature static annealing after predeformation, (3) high
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temperature dynamic annealing after predeformation. To obtain the

fine grain specimen, only the standard static annealing is needed.

The anelastic experiments described in this paper consists of

micro-creep and internal friction. The instrument used for the

measurement is a homemade multi function internal friction meter.

The entire apparatus is controlled by an IBD-PC computer with 8087

coprocessor, which also conducts real time data processing. During

forced vibration, the frequencies can be varies from 10's to 10 Hz.

The resolution of the internal friction measurement is 1 y 10-4.

During the experiment, the measurement of the &nlernal

friction and the modulus is done by lowering the temperature. The

internal friction is measured by forced vibration method; the

maximum amplitude of the strain is 1 Y 10'5. The creep measurement

is done by stepwise temperature increasing method; the elastic

strain is 1 y 10-4. The rise time of the loading is 0.2s.

afterwards, constant stress is maintained.

2. Experimental results

2.1 The relaxation strength of the bamboo-crystal specimen

Fig. 1 gives the internal friction results of the 99.999% Al

specimen obtained by forced vibration with varying frequencies. The

specimen is 48 mm long and has the bamboo-crystal boundary number

N =22. The curves in the figure are obtained after 2 hours

annealing at 873K. After subtracting the high temperature index

background, corresponding to each curve, the peak to peak

temperatures T P of the internal friction are 478, 443, 418K

respectively. The heights of the peaks Q-I are 0.081, 0.078, 0.074

respectively. The half height widths of the peaks are 4.6 Y 10.&,

4. 9 y 10-4, 5. 3 Y 104K -- t _

Fig. I Variation of bamboo boundary internal friction peak

with frequency in 99.999SA -

l--O--iHz; 2----0.IHz; 3-0-0.01Hz -.
- with internal friction backgro,.nd subtracted . "

3 .
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Fig. 2 Variation of bamboo boundary internal friction peak with

frequency in 99,9999SAI
I-'•IMz; 2--•--Oj.I; .I•()O.OIHZ

-with internal friction background subtra-ted

i ,I i j

___ - A 0,X

0--.40 72 4 €5O .450/T im aa i' -

3•3 ZE• T99.9999%Al U 4 •E tT 9 9 .9 9 99%AJ

FIg. 3 Creep curves of 99.9999% Al Fig. 4 Initial complianm J(0) of 99.9999%AJ
bamboo-crystal specimen at bamnboo-cryst~aJ specimen a: various
various temperatures temperatures

T, -- temperature of experimental curve startingl
to deviate from straight line

Fig. 2 gives the internal friction curve of the 99.9999% Al
bamboo-crystal specimen. The specimen is 58mm long and the boundary
number of the bamboo-crystal is N = 17. After 2 hours of annealing
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at 873K, temperature lowering measurement is done. After

subtracting the high temperature index background, the T values are

412, 391 and 368 and the Q'I values are 0.050,0.048, 0.042

respectively. The half-height widths of the peaks are respectively

5.50 Y 10-4, 5.65 V 10-4, 6.30 Y 10-4 K-1. From Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, we

conclude that the peak height of the internal friction decreases as

the peak temperature decreases, i.e. the boundary relaxation

strength is a quantity which depends on the temperature.

To obtain quantitative relationship between the relaxation

strength and the temperature, micro-creep measurement of the

specimen is conducted. Fig. 3 shows the creep curve of the above

described 99.9999% Al bamboo-crystal specimen. When the measurement

temperature is 288K, no noticeable creep is observed during the

time scope of observation. To accurately calculate the initial

compliance J(0), we have also plotted the experimental curve in

Fig. 3 as the curve of J(t) corresponding to ig t. Due to the

magnifying effect in short time interval of lg t, from such a curve

we can very accurately calculate J(0).
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1..:'; "'IA •-ý '' t- T I ') - ....

Table I ,ielaxation streng'h, A. and
temnera t ure, T, in 99.9999% I .. - -
Al bamboo boundaries

T, K 327 336346 356 366 386 405S --

J. (0 ') 4.60 4.65 4.74 4.82 4.88 5.00 5.16 02 ... ..

A 0jrA 0.12S 0.171 0.191 0.213 0.220 0.245 2 I

Tb 2 cc-

Table 2 A.tivaio.. r•ararmeters of 00 - 5 7 K 4W 4 5

bamboo boundary relaxation
in 99.99V-9 Al

5- S 99.9999%A1
T, Q(10-') A AVf

412 50 4.95 0.36 Fig. S Variation of relaxation strength A

391 48 5.13 0.35 with temperature T for bamboo

368 42 5.75 0.31 boundary relaxation in 99.9999%AI

H=1.37 M; i=3.OX1-~'s 1-0-from creep measurement,
2-0--from internal fr~ction measur-ment
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Experimental and theoretical work proves that if no relaxation

phenomenon occurs in the single crystal of the metal, its elastic

modulus varies as a linear function of the temperature on a large

temperature rangeE7 3. Consequently, if no creep occurs in the

specimen, the unrelaxed compliance Ju [ = J(O) ], under different

temperatures and with the same torque, should be a linear

relationship of the temperature as the straight line part of Fig.

4 indicates. Fig. 4 shows that Ju deviates from the straight line

at T = T,, which indicates that at this temperature the stick-slip

(stress relaxation) of the grain boundary becomes obvious. Using

the bulk melting point T.=933 as the unit, the temperature obtained

from Fig. 4 is Tc =0.35TO.

Based on the creep formula J(t) =JU + dJ-y(t), where y(t) is

the normalized creep function, the grain boundary relaxation

strength under different temperatures can be obtained. Its

definition is D=dJ/Ju. From the curves in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we can

obtain JU and dJ and thus D (shown in Table 1). Fig. 5 gives the

relationship between the relaxation strength and temperature T.

From that we know that D has a parabolic relationship with T. When

temperature Acreasep, D suddlly decreases and reaches zero at a

temperature To. From Fig. 5 T0=0.34TE is obtained, which is

consistent with the T¢ of Fig. 4.

2.2 The thermal excitation parameter of the bamboo-crystal grain

boundary relaxation

If the bamboo-crystal grain boundary has a unique relaxation

time, the peak height of the internal friction Q.- should be

related to the relaxation strength D according to Q." =D/2. However,

the peak width shown in Fig. 2 indicates that there exists a

distribution of the relaxation time. Using the treatment in Ref

(8], listed in Table 2 are the b parameters of the internal

friction peak for 99.9999% Al bamboo-crystal boundary indicated in

Fig. 2. Hence we conclude that the b values in the Gauss

distribution function of the relaxation time depend on temperature.

Using linear fitting, we find that b and T obey the formula b = Ib
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- N/kT , where b0=1.83, b,=0.24eV. This shows that the t and H in

the relaxation time relation t = texp(H/kT) both have distribution

and their variations are correlated. The negative sign in the above

formula indicates that the variations of in t and H with the

internal parameter are opposite. Experimentally measured vali'es for

99.9999% Al are H = 1.37eV, t.=3.0 Y10 18s.

It should be pointed out here that when the purity of the

specimen increases, the distribution of the excitation energy b.

also increases. In the distribution of t, the distribution of H

plays a more important role.

When there exists a distribution of the relaxation time, the

internal friction can be described by

tan f = \lf(J 2 (x),Jl(x)), x = In wt.
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where the compliances J 2 (x), J 1 (x) are respectively[9]

J 2 (x)= dJ"f 2 (x,b)

J 1 (x)= Ju + dJ-f1 (x,b).

Hence tan f = \lf(dJ-f 2 (x,b),Ju + dJ f,(x,b)).

At the peak, x =in wt =0, f 1 (0, b)=i/2. Therefore,

Q*-= \:f(dJ-f2(0,b),Ju + dJ/2) =\f(D-f2(0,

b),i+D/2).

The relaxation strength D (-dJ/Ju) thus obtain is

D = \If(Q,'l,f 2 (0, b)-Q3 'I/2).

The resulting D values are listed in Table 2. They are alov plotted

in Fig. 5 (curve 2).

3. Discussion

In our experiments described above, we have observed for the

first time the variation of the relaxation strength D of the grain

boundary with the changes in temperature T. This indicates that the

grain boundary anelastic relaxation is coupled with the temperature

through the relaxation strength as well as the relaxation time.

The study of the thermodynamics of the relaxation phenomenon

indicates that the relaxation strength is a measure of the degree
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of coupling between the internal parameter x aid the external

stress. The change in x is related to the movement of the atoms at

the grain boundary. At low temperature, the grain boundary has the

stable low energy structure. When the temperature is raised, the

structure of the grain boundary is damaged due to the thermodynamic

movement of the atoms. According to CSL model of the grain

boundaries, when the temperature rises, the number of the

collapsing lattice points decreases (the point defects increases).

This leads to the local disordering of the grain boundaries, which

is the main idea of "disordered atomic model"' 0 3. Hence we believe

that at the measure] temperature T., disordering occurs in the

local atomic structure of tlie grain boundaries.

Generally speaking, our results show that disordering can be

noticeable at relatively low temperature (-0.4T,). However, this

does not support the notion that the grain boundaries start

melting.

The experiments conclude that the T. for the bamboo-crystal

grain boundaries (0.34T.) is lower than that of the fine grain

(0.43T.). This in some degree reflects that the disordering in the

bamboo-crystal grain boundaries is higher than in the fine grain.

The values of grain slipping excitation energy also support this:

H=l.3eV for 99.999% bamboo-crystal and H=l.5eV for fine grain

crystal. Using electronic microscope, Berger et al.0 2 3 have studied

the recrystallization process of shape-deformed single crystal.

They discovered that the grain boundaries formed at the early stage

of the recrystallization are almost all of the collapsing position

type. Regular grain boundaries occur later. Fontaine and Rocher[12

have reported that all boundaries of the fine grain multi-crystal

Si can be described by the multi-twin relationship. The research

of the relations between the grain boundary characteristics

distribution of AlE133 and iron alloyc' 43 has shown that the

occurrence of the collapsing grain boundaries decreases as the

grain size increases. Hence our conclusion about the high density
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of disordered grain boundaries in predeformed annealed bamDoo-

crystal is consistent with this research.
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The changes in relaxation strength can be explained as

follows. Induced by stresses, the local disordering movement of

bamboo-crystal boundaries is oriented, which causes slipping of the

grain boundaries. The amount of slipping depends, on the one hand,

on the available regions, on the other hand, on the factors

restricting the slipping. We know that the intersection and

interaction of the dislocation substructure near the bamboo-crystal

boundaries constrains the slipping to be boundedc'5 1 . The compliance

of the restoring force provided is dJ. The relaxation strength is

D=dJ/Ju. The stability of the dislocation substructure depends on

the temperature. At low temperature, the state of dislocation can

not easily relax and the dislocation substructure is stable. As a

result the elastic restoring force provided is large, i.e. tuc

compliance relaxation (dJ) is small. Hence the relaxation strength

(D) is low. When the temperature ie raised, the state of

dislocation can relax, i.e. the compliance relaxation increases.

Hence the relaxation strength increases. If the internal ordering

parameter x is considered, dJ = an, where the coefficient c

indicates the coupling between the internal parameter and the

strain, i.e. the stability of the dislocation substructure (en=kx).

m is the equilibrium internal parameter value \lo(-,x) corresponding

to the unit stress s (\jo(',x)=ms). It signifies the local

disordering of the grain boundaries and is a function of the

temperature. Thus the fact the dJ increases as the temperature

rises reflects not only the changes in the stability of the

dislocation substructure, but also the changes in the degree of

local disordering in the grain boundaries. Therefore we can use the

relaxation strength as a measure of the degree of local disordering

of the grain boundaries.
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